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How might teachers and students use
Book Creator to create content?

Student Answer
passion project books
as a place to collect and document their paper 
and pencil work
A childrens story that students create then add a 
video of signing the story for full access. Can later 
use to discuss similarities and differences in ASL 
and English.
compile student thinking about a topic
Modify curriculm to create content at a student's 
reading level so they can participate in class.
I could have my students use Book Creator to 
create a short story or poem about the cycle of 
Photosynthesis and Cellular Respiration to help 
them remember all of the different parts, 
organelles and equations they often forget.  I like 
it!
interactive notebook samples/templates
Use with the adult learner, use to show a model 
lesson and offer explanations about the authentic 
use of tecnology in the lesson.
model of specific genre writing
explained elaboration.... wrote a picture story that 
showed building on one small moment
Never used, but what about journaling or their 
"journal/notes" book for the year, six weeks, 
semester, with all information from the period, 
including the EE for examples and how-tos.  New 
kids coming in can get a copy to catch them up.
make atemplate book for student reposes
cultural knowledge-- different topics food, music, 
etc.



connecting activities- each teacher (in PD) shares 
ideas ofr teaching a concept on ipad - take away 
is amteaching idea book
How to use a new app or tool in the classroom.
front loading students with some important 
science vocabulary
Took photos of images from a Zac Power book 
and added simplified text and audio as a read 
along for struggling readers
a collection of mentor sentences by skill
My Comp Tech class created recipe books in 
Book Creator.
portfolio and proof of student work and mastery-- 
maybe to earn a "badge"
Interactive Journals
student do a bio of themselves for the class
we had students go around the school and take 
pictures of various simple machines, they created 
a book explaining how they helped make work 
easier
I think ThingLink would be great for a flipped 
classroom pre assessment or assignment!
Project Based Learning (PBL)
students become the teachers and created lesson 
plans and find materials. some students chose to 
create a book to teach their lesson
math journals, books for younger grade levels to 
teach concepts, tutorial books to show learners a 
different voice, jounaling, LOVE the idea of 
creating a book to explain a personal experience
Allow students to do a book review for other 
students to watch



To preteach science concepts before a lab. To 
collect visual, auditory, and text data. Then have 
students create their own debrief of the lab 
including using the visual and other data to 
support their own  analysis and conclusions. Then 
share in bulb to build a student digital 
journal/portfolio over time.
Excited to share this with my math teachers!  I 
love the idea of using Desmos in a book format!
Teaching ESL next year and thinking students can 
create glossary of terms to use in each class.
create books "as authors" to share with others at 
different grades
Students published their fairy tales. For the cover 
they were able to draw their own or import images 
from creative commons.
replace report cards
My students created children's books in Spanish
analyzing political cartoons
Science inquiry projects
using the new comic strip function students are 
creating books about another country. Instead of 
slabbing information they can only use a small 
number of words in a caption to support the 
images they use.
students wrote a Math Fairy story ( that includes 
math problems and answers) they shared them 
with students in younger grades


